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The RF energy delivers thermal energy into the dermal and subcutaneous layer, promoting 
faster metabolism, tightening collagen fibers and improving skin elasticity.Multi-polar RF

The vacuum suction increases blood circulation, reduces the adhesive contact between fat 
cell clusters, and therefore reshapes the body. Additionally, it assists in effective penetra-
tion of RF energy delivery to deeper levels of the skin.

Vacuum Suction

The variation of LED provides vitality to dull skin tones, increases cell regeneration and 
renewal, combats wrinkles and triggers collagen production, to achieve a smooth and 
balanced complexion. 
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Feel the Rhythm

What is Refit treatment? 
The Refit, the latest in Radio Frequency technology 
represents the synergy between Multi-Polar RF, vacuum 
suction and LED functions to competently achieve 
collagen contraction and production, facial lifting and 
tightening, cellulite reduction, wrinkle reduction, and 
skin rejuvenation treatments. RF technology since its 
introduction in early 2000, has been mastered to 
expose your potential with zero pain, no downtime, 
and entirely at your convenience.    

does the refit treatment hurt? 

Pain VS Reward is a crucial factor when assessing the right treatment 
for patients. What if there was no pain? The Refit provides a 
solution with no pain, no downtime and no additional concerns. 
The adjustable vacuum suction creates a shield for any discomfort 
experienced by the emission of the electrical current focused on 
the tissues beneath the surface of the skin. 

how long does the treatment take?  

The treatment procedure duration is estimated to be between 
10-20 minutes and varies based on your treatment plan. The RF, 
Vacuum and Pulse levels are adjustable based around your 
preference which will determine the length of your treatment time. 

Who is a suitable candidate for refit treatment?

The Refit and its technology support all skin types and achieves 
skin laxity, cellulite reduction, collagen development, lifting and 
tightening procedures, shaping your body to accomplish your 
true potential. As the Refit uses radio frequency technology, 
candidates who have implants, internal defibrillators or pacemakers 
are not suitable for this treatment type. For other contraindications 
please inquire at your consultation session. 

how does the refit work?

The Refit utilizes radio frequency energy to effectively tighten and 
rejuvenate the skin by manipulating the tissue’s resistance within 
the various layers of the skin. The RF energy is transformed into 
thermal energy to trigger collagen development and to achieve 
skin rejuvenation. 
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Smart Facial Rejuvenation and Body Shaping System
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For more information visit our website or email us at
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